An evaluation of the influence of modifications of selected face elements on the reliability of composite drawings.
The modification of various face elements in a composite drawing influences its reliability in relation to the corresponding photograph. Changes in various face elements are the cause of this decrease in similarity, when examined by both sexes. The results of an initial test suggest: regardless of the observing subject's sex, the highest rated picture (regarded as the most similar one) was the original picture. The face with a shortened nose height (n-sn) was recognised as the least similar to the original. In the second test, this picture obtained the lowest number of points, irrespective of the examining subjects' sex. In the examining group of females, the picture with changed bigonial breadth (go-go) was rated low. In the group of males the picture with a shortened interocular breadth (en-en) appeared poorly reliable. In the case of females, the likeness of the composite drawing to the photograph is least affected by shortening of mouth breadth (ch-ch), whereas in males, by the decrease in nose breadth (al-al).